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Abstract
This paper analyzes the impact of taxation on economic efficiency when contracts are
incomplete. We assume firms operate in a perfect competitive market and can choose
between integrated or non-integrated governance to cope with contract incompleteness.
Taxation reduces incentives to pursue intra-firm coordination, thus the efficiency of firm’s
production process under non-integration. This is not the case under integration, since
production decisions are transferred to the Headquarters, at a fixed integration cost.
Taxation may then induce firms to change their organization at the industry equilibrium.
We show that a tax that induces firms to choose integration rather than non-integration
may serve a corrective function if integration costs and market prices are not too high.
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Introduction

Theories of optimal taxation show that any non-lump-sum tax is detrimental to economic
efficiency when firms operate in perfectly competitive markets (see Auerbach and Hines [3] for
a synthesis). These theories draw on the neoclassical approach, which adopts a technological
perspective and considers firms only as production units (see e.g. Mas-Colell et al. [27]). A
criticism commonly leveled at this approach is that it treats the firm as a perfectly efficient black
box, and is more suited to theories on plant size rather than firm size (Coase [8], Hart [16]).
An alternative view, which provides support for modern theories of the firm with incomplete
contracts (e.g. Grossman and Hart [14], Hart and Moore [18], Hart and Holmstrom [17]),
considers firms as a way to organize production activity, in the presence of pervasive transaction
costs (see Williamson [32] for a review).
The public finance literature disregards the analysis of taxation and economic efficiency
with incomplete contracts. However, related fields, such as tax law, accounting and business
administration, do acknowledge the practical relevance of taxation for market failures that stem
from transaction costs. For instance, Harris and Livingstone [15] and Coase [8] acknowledge
that tax rules provide an autonomous determinant of transaction costs.1 Macher and Richman
[26] show that a governance structure that internalizes production can minimize administrative
or compliance costs (e.g. costs related to learning the law, gathering the relevant information,
completing the appropriate forms, etc.). Finally, Logue and Slemrod [25] discuss a direct
application of the ‘Coase Theorem’ to tax law. They show that, under the assumption of
different transaction costs for producers and consumers, traditional public finance results, such
as the ‘invariance of tax incidence’ and the ‘invariance of tax remittance’, no longer hold. They
relate this to some real-world, anecdotal evidence, e.g. why most income tax systems require
employers to remit the bulk of their employee’s personal income tax liabilities, and why the
remittance obligation for sales taxes is usually imposed on sellers rather than buyers.
The present paper analyzes the impact of taxation on economic efficiency when firms can
choose their internal organization in response to incomplete contracts. We describe contractual
1

Harris and Livingstone [15] observe that tax laws that impose a cap on CEO compensation, for instance, tend

to reduce the implicit contracting costs of negotiating compensation. Coase [8] suggests that, when accounting
measures are difficult to specify due to the nature of firm’s activities, organizing costs are likely to be higher,
since more mistakes are made or additional costs are incurred to avoid mistakes.
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issues drawing on Legros and Newman [23]’s theory of managerial firms, which can be viewed
as a continuous version of Hart and Holmstrom [17]’s firm boundaries theory. According to this
theory, firm boundaries define not only the allocation of residual control rights, but also the
efficiency of the operating decisions to be taken inside the firm (e.g. the choice of production
techniques, marketing campaigns, etc.).2 Each firm is composed of two units that can produce
under two leading governance structures. Under the first, non-integration, unit managers have
the power to take non-contractible decisions over their unit. Under the second, integration,
the headquarters (HQ) has decisional power over both units and instructs managers on the
decisions that should be implemented. In line with Hart and Holmstrom [17], integration
maximizes intra-firm coordination, thus the efficiency of the production process. However the
addition of one layer of governance also induces a fixed cost e.g. due to additional information
transfer, communication, monitoring or HQ’s lack of skill specificity (Bolton and Dewatripont
[5]). Firms choose integrated structure if its coordination advantages outweigh its fixed cost. In
the context of our analysis, the Legros and Newman [23]’s framework has two main advantages
with respect to Hart and Holmstrom [17]’s firm boundaries theory. First, it describes the impact
of incomplete contracts on firm’s supply, which prompts a welfare analysis in terms of changes
to the economic surplus in the standard Neoclassical demand-supply framework. Second, it is
genuinely perfectly competitive. This allows us to abstract from the (potentially confounding)
effect of market power and discuss the behavioral effects of taxation that are triggered solely
by incomplete contracts.
In the first part of the paper, we analyze the impact of taxation on intra-firm incentives
and the choice of the governance structure. We show that any tax that is (at least in some
part) borne by producers reduces the coordination of production decisions in non-integrated
firms and that integrated governance guarantees the implementation of a production plan that
involves fully coordinated decisions, regardless of tax. Given this structure of incentives, we
show that the introduction of a tax may induce firms to change their organization at the industry
2

This view contrasts with contributions by Grossman and Hart [14] and Hart and Moore [18], which provide

the first asset governance theories with incomplete contracts. The Grossman-Hart-Moore approach cannot be
considered to be firm theory ‘per se’. In fact, while it analyzes the efficient allocation of property rights over
productive assets, it also neglects key organizational issues such as firm scope, delegation, monitoring, and
information sharing. Up to our knowledge, Hart and Holmstrom [17] are the first to incorporate issues related
to intra-firm coordination within a property-rights approach.
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equilibrium. In the second part of the paper, we evaluate the impact of a tax entirely borne by
producers on economic surplus. We demonstrate that taxation reduces economic surplus under
non-integration, while this is not the case under integration. Thus, the introduction of a tax
that induces an organizational change from non-integration to integration may be second-best
efficient, and protect the industry against the aggregate surplus losses that would occur under
non-integration.
Our results suggest a ‘caveat’ to the widely acknowledged view in public economics that
any non-lump-sum tax is detrimental to economic efficiency when firms operate in perfectly
competitive markets. This idea has resulted in much of the literature on taxation and economic
efficiency focusing on various forms of imperfect competition. Starting from Wicksell [29]’s
pioneering work on the efficiency of taxation in a monopoly setting, more recent contributions
discuss the existence of a corrective role for taxation with symmetric Cournot-Nash oligopolies
(Delipalla and Keen [11]), horizontal and vertical product differentiation (Kay and Keen [21],
Cremer and Thisse [10], Keen [22]) and Bertrand price competition with differentiated products
(Andersen et al. [2]). In this paper we show that taxation may serve a corrective function even
with perfect competition, due to the presence of incomplete contracts. It should also be noted
that the main focus of the existing literature is on the welfare comparison of ad-valorem and unit
taxes (see Keen [22] for a synthesis). In this paper, we are only concerned with the qualitative
effects of taxes. We thus consider ad valorem taxation, which is consistent with a wide range
of taxes on consumption and production factors, while we would obtain the same results with
unit taxation.3
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the framework. Section
3 analyzes the impact of taxation on the industry equilibrium. Section 4 describes the impact
of taxation on welfare. Section 5 discusses some implications of the analysis and draws some
conclusions.
3

While ad valorem and unit taxes have the same qualitative effects in the present framework, their quanti-

tative welfare assessment may differ. However, the welfare comparison of ad valorem and unit taxation with
incomplete contracts is clearly beyond the scope of the present paper and is left as an interesting direction for
further research.
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A model of taxation, organizational design and firm’s
production

We describe a general equilibrium model with a product market and a supplier market. The
product market is perfectly competitive with price taker firms producing a consumption good
Q for a large number of consumers characterized by demand Q(P ) with Q0P < 0 and  =
−P Q0P /Q > 0. The supplier market includes two types of production units, A and B, run
respectively by risk neutral and cash-constrained managers Ma and Mb , which are matched,
one to one, to create firms.4 We assume the supplier market is perfectly competitive, with Ma
types being more numerous than Mb types: their measure is n > 1, while the Mb types have
unit measure.5
We build on Legros and Newman [23]’s framework, which can be considered as a continuos
version, in actions and profit shares of the Hart and Holmstrom [17]’s theory of the firm. We
assume a production plan consists of the operating decisions to be taken for each unit. Let
a ∈ [0, 1] and b ∈ [0, 1] be the decisions taken for units A and B, respectively. Coordination
among units increases the efficiency of firm’s production plan:
1
q = 1 − (a − b)2 .
2

(1)

From (1), the production plan with fully coordinated decisions a = b will ensure the highest
attainable output, q = 1, among all feasible plans. However, any deviation from full coordination will entail a loss of production efficiency, described by a q < 1.6
4

In modern firm boundary theories, the distinction made between ownership and control is due to the

inability of cash-constrained managers to raise the funds required to purchase the ownership rights (see Bolton
and Dewatripont [5] for a review). The assumption of constraints to cash availability also prevents managers
from subsidizing the firm i.e. induces an outcome where managers have to enjoy profits.
5
As is usual in modern theories of the firm (e.g. Hart and Moore [19], Hart and Holmstrom [17]), this
assumption is made to simplify the mechanism of surplus sharing. In fact it provides a sufficient condition to
exclude equilibria where one contractual outcome always Pareto dominates the other.
6
Legros and Newman [23] also interpret q as the probability of success for a project run jointly by the two
units. The function (1) implies there is no objectively ‘right’ decision, but that coordination is fostered by the
adoption of common standards. The more that decisions are in the same direction (i.e. the closer are standards
a and b) the higher will be the efficiency of firm’s production process. Leibenstein [24] suggests that losses
attributable to little coordination, might be significantly larger than losses due to the exercise of market power.
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The primary function of managers is to implement decisions within their respective units,
whatever party is entitled to make the decisions. Managers regard operations differently, based
on their different experience, training, information and available technology so that each manager finds it costly to accommodate another’s approach. Let C(a) and C(b) be the cost of
accommodating a different approach, borne by Ma and Mb , respectively:
1
C(a) = (1 − a)2 ,
2

1
C(b) = b2 .
2

(2)

C(a) and C(b) indicate that managers Ma and Mb ‘disagree’ over direction as Ma ’s preferences are increasing in a while Mb ’s ones are decreasing in b.7 Equations (1) and (2) introduce
a tradeoff between the benefits and the costs of coordination for managers. The benefits of coordination are related to the activities of the firm as a whole, thus they are monetary and fully
transferable within the firm. The costs of coordination are related to the managers’ subjective
preferences, thus they are private in nature and not transferable to any other agent.

2.1

Incomplete contracts and firm’s production

We assume that operating decisions a and b cannot be specified in an ex-ante enforceable
contract. However managers can, under ex-ante competitive conditions, negotiate contracts
that specify the governance structure G and the share s ∈ (0, 1) of managerial revenue accruing
to Ma . Each contract ‘locks’ the managers into a relationship by making their operations fully
specific to the match until the production outcome is realized (Hart and Moore [20]).8
The choice of governance structure consists of the allocation of residual control rights. The
party that acquires the control rights is entitled to make operating decisions for the units.
Managers can choose between a non-integrated and an integrated governance structure. Under
7

Private costs can be interpreted in terms of broadly defined job dis-satisfaction of workers. When each unit’s

employees’ human capital is tied to a particular, familiar technology, accommodating to another’s technology
will be costly, in terms of wages, career prospects, and the opportunity cost related to learning new skills (Hart
and Holmstrom [17]). Underlying this interpretation is the assumption that each manager aligns her preferences
to those of her workers, because of shared interests or concern for their well-being.
8
This is an application of the approach to contracts as ‘reference points’, first proposed by Hart and Moore [20]
as an alternative to ex-post renegotiation with side payments, which is the more typical solution to incomplete
contracts proposed by Grossman and Hart [14]. Fehr et al. [13] provide experimental support for this approach
by showing that ex-ante competition legitimizes the terms of the contract.
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a non-integrated structure, managers retain residual control rights and take decisions for their
units, with the result that output depends on the efficiency of the production plans chosen by
the managers:
1
QN = q = 1 − (a − b)2 .
(3)
2
In an integrated structure, managers transfer the residual control rights to a third party,
the HQ, which centralizes the decision making process and ‘instructs’ managers about which
decisions to implement.9 However, the transfer of control rights induces some output losses.
These can be due to additional costs of information transfer and communication (Bolton and
Dewatripont [5]), slow reactivity to market changes e.g. due to the HQ’s lack of the specific
skills that are necessary to run the firm (Hart and Moore [19]), or increased monitoring costs
with an additional layer of governance. Output under integration depends on the efficiency of
the production plan chosen by HQ, net of structural integration costs:
QI = (1 − σ)q.

(4)

Comparison between (3) and (4) shows that the production structure of the firm depends
on the choice of organization. Under non-integration, output levels depend on the monetary
incentives for managers: these will determine the efficiency of the production plan implemented.
Under integration, managers’ incentives are irrelevant because output levels depend on q chosen
by HQ, net of the unavoidable integration cost. Comparison between (3) and (4) also reveals
that q increases total production losses under integration, σq while this is not true under
non-integration. This assumption captures the idea that production efficiency increases the
opportunity cost of integration relative to non-integration i.e. describes a complementarity
between investments in production efficiency and decentralization.10 Finally notice also that in
equation (4) the positive impact of q on QI is dampened by a high σ: investments that increase
production efficiency fail to result in significant increases in production if integration, for the
reasons stated above, impedes innovation.11
9

The transfer of control rights can be ‘de iure’ via the sale of assets, or ‘de-facto’ by conceding to the HQ the

‘key to the control room’, but without any explicit ‘sale’. Hart and Holmstrom [17] provide a comprehensive
discussion of these contractual issues.
10
The existence of complementarities between techology innovation and functional flexibility is well documented in both theoretical and applied industrial organization (see e.g. Milgrom and Roberts [28], Acemoglu
et al. [1])
11
This is the explanation of the so-called productivity paradox i.e. the apparent contradiction between the

7

2.2

Taxation and firm’s production with incomplete contracts

We assume government needs to raise revenue to cover fixed expenditure, such as defense. If
government knows the effective ‘ability’ of firms to make profits, it should impose no distortionary lump-sum taxes on profits. However, an incomplete contract is a barrier to lump-sum
taxation, which leaves distortionary taxation as the only available option.
Notice that, since we look at the industry from a purely organizational perspective, we do
not have information about the market in which the tax is imposed (e.g. whether the product
or the factor markets), or the subject who bears the burden of the tax (i.e. the taxpayer, as in
the case of a direct tax or the person the burden is shifted to, as in the case of indirect taxes).
To overcome this issue, we adopt a very general approach and simply assume an ad valorem
tax at the (tax-inclusive) rate t ∈ [0, 1] is imposed such that, after the introduction of the tax,
the consumer price is P while the producer price is p = P (1 − t). This specification describes
a tax on firms’ sales. However this is also equivalent to a tax on production factors (e.g. on
capital, labor, intermediate goods), if technologies exhibit constant returns to scale,12 or a tax
on consumption since the product market is perfect competitive.
2.2.1

Taxation and production decisions under each organization

The timing is as follows: at an ‘ex-ante’ stage, managers sign the contract (G, s) specifying
the governance structure and the revenue share accruing to Ma . Once the contract is signed,
managers or HQ (depending on the governance structure chosen) make the decisions for the
units, managers implement these decisions and bear the private costs, and production outcome
is realized.
We proceed by backward induction and start by analyzing the decision making process
related to the two units, after the contract (G, s) has been signed by managers. The payoffs of
remarkable advances in computer power and the relatively slow growth of productivity between the early 1970s
to the early 1990s (see Brynjolfsson and Yang [6], for a review).
12
Since a perfect competitive firm chooses supply to equalize market price and marginal cost of production,
under the assumption of constant returns to scale, t is equivalent to an ad valorem tax T = t/1 − t on each
production factor used. This can also be an intermediate good if there are constant returns to scale in the
intermediates sector (Diamond and Mirlees [12]).
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Ma and Mb under organization G = N, I are respectively:
a
πG
= s p QG − C(aG ),

b
πG
= (1 − s) p QG − C(bG ),

(5)

where p = P (1 − t) is the producer price, QG is the output of the firm under organization
G = N, I as defined by (3) and (4), respectively.
We first consider the case where managers, ‘ex-ante’, have opted for a non-integrated structure. In this case, they retain residual control rights and take the decisions for their units. We
assume that under non-integration, Ma and Mb implement the decisions a and b simultaneously,
without consultation or negotiation, in order to maximize their payoffs (5). If we plug in the
production plan (3) and the cost functions (2) to (5), at the Nash equilibrium we have:
a∗N =

1
(1 − s)p
+
;
1+p
1+p

b∗N =

(1 − s)p
.
(1 + p)

(6)

Substitute (6) in (3) to obtain equilibrium output under non-integration:
Q∗N = 1 −

1
.
2(1 + p)2

(7)

Equations (6) and (7) show that revenue shares s, (1 − s) and producer price p provide
managers with different types of monetary incentives. (i) Revenue shares determine the distribution of the coordination effort between managers: when s is small, Ma takes a decision she
likes (a∗N high) while Mb takes a decision she dislikes (b∗N high), thus the burden of coordinating
weighs more on Mb . The opposite holds true when s is big.13 However, the distribution of coordinating efforts between managers has no effect on the efficiency of the production plan, thus
total production under non-integration. (ii) The producer price determines the level of managers’ coordination efforts with P and t providing managers with opposite incentives. When
P is high, production is valuable because the revenue potential of the firm is high. Thus, both
13

This is due to the assumption that Ma and Mb behave non-cooperatively. In the spirit of Hart and Moore

[20], non cooperative behavior reflects the idea that each manager feels entitled to her preferred outcome within
the contract i.e. Ma feels entitled to s = 1 and Mb feels entitled to 1 − s = 1. For this reason, when 0 < s < 1,
each manager may feel aggrieved and stint on performance. In particular, when s is small, Ma feels aggrieved
and stints by choosing a high a (which she likes) while Mb is pleased and ‘concedes’ to Ma a high b (which she
dislikes). The opposite holds when s is high. The underlying assumption here is that, since operating decisions
are judicially not enforceable, they are made in the ‘spirit’ and not according to the ‘letter’ of the contract
(Williamson [31], Hart and Moore [20]).
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managers take decisions they dislike to minimize coordination failures (Ma chooses a∗N low,
Mb chooses b∗N high). However, at any given P, the tax reduces the firm’s revenue potential,
increasing managers’ incentives to ‘opt for a quiet life’, i.e. move towards the decision they like
and economize on private costs (Bertrand and Mullainathan [4]).14
Next we turn to the case where the managers in the contract choose an integrated structure,
thereby transferring residual control rights to HQ, which makes decisions for both units and
‘instructs’ managers on the decisions to be implemented. We assume that managers pay HQ
a positive share η of the firm’s revenue. As the cost of HQ’s decisions is borne privately by
managers, HQ’s payoff equals a share η of the total revenue under integration. From (4) and
(1) obtain:

π

HQ


1
2
= η p(1 − σ)(1 − (a − b) ) .
2


(8)

HQ maximizes (8) by implementing full coordination. From (4), equilibrium output under
integration when a∗I = b∗I is:
Q∗I = (1 − σ).

(9)

Equation (9) indicates that, in the case of integration, neither managers’ revenue shares
nor producer prices affect output. In fact, HQ receives a payment that is proportional to the
firm’s production and incurs no costs from the implementation of its decisions because these
are privately borne by managers. Accordingly, HQ wants only to maximize production by
implementing full coordination. From (9), the only output losses under integration are due to
the structural inefficiencies associated with the integrated structure.
We can summarize these results as follows:
Proposition 1: A tax reduces coordination and total production under non-integration while
this does not hold true under integration.
Proposition 1 suggests that taxation reduces the efficiency of the firm’s production plan
under non-integration while under integration HQ implements the efficient production plan
(net of the fixed integration cost) disregarding the tax. In other words, an integrated structure
‘protects’ the firm against the output losses induced by taxes under non-integration.
14

From equation (6), p = P (1 − t) implies da∗N /dP < 0, db∗N /dP > 0 while da∗N /dt > 0, db∗N /dt < 0 i.e. a

high market price fosters coordination, while a high tax induces cost minimization.
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2.3

Producer price and organizational choice

At the contracting stage, managers specify the governance structure and revenue shares. Managers choose the organization that ensures them the highest aggregate payoff. Since operational
units A and B are perfectly symmetric, the aggregate payoff can be derived by employing a
simple utilitarian criterion:
a
b
ΠG = πG
+ πG
= pQG − (C(aG ) + C(bG )),

(10)

where G = N, I. The negotiation over revenue shares plays a pivotal role in determining
managers’ payoffs at the equilibrium. Assuming contracts as the reference point, excess supply
of Ma types drives their revenue share to zero under either governance structure.15 From (6),
the sharing rule s = 0 under non integration defines the outcome a∗N = 1, b∗N = p/1 + p: since
she gets no revenue, Ma takes the decision she prefers and leaves all the coordination effort to
Mb . Under integration, we assume that HQ implements the decision that minimizes aggregate
managerial costs a∗I = b∗I = 1/2, because this is the Pareto dominant decision among those
decisions ensuring full coordination. Since s = 0, this decision implies that Ma suffers a net
loss πIa = −1/8, which is fully covered by Mb , because the surplus is fully transferable between
units. Without loss of generality, we can also assume that HQs operate at zero opportunity
cost in a perfect competitive HQ market, thus η = 0 i.e. firms under integration do not incur
any monetary loss other than the fixed cost σ.16
If we plug the equilibrium decisions and output levels for s = 0 into (10), we obtain the
equilibrium aggregate payoff for managers under non-integration and integration, respectively:
Π∗N =

1
Π∗I = p(1 − σ) − .
4

p(1 + 2p)
,
2(1 + p)

(11)

The convexity of the cost functions (2) implies that aggregate costs (C(a∗G ) + C(b∗G )) are
maximized by the sharing rule s = 0 under non-integration (i.e. in Π∗N ) while they are minimized by HQ’s behavior under integration (i.e. in Π∗I ). This denotes a typical equilibrium
15

Using contracts as a reference point postulates that contracts are negotiated under competitive conditions

and that each contract ‘locks’ managers into the relationship (Hart and Moore [20]). With excess supply of Ma
types, these assumptions drive Ma s’ surplus shares to their outside option, s = 0.
16
We make this assumption for expositional simplicity. Our results are not altered if we allow HQ to have a
positive reservation wage, as in Conconi et al. [9].
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in modern theories of the firm (e.g. Williamson [30], Hart and Holmstrom [17]), where a negotiation that leads to ‘winners’ as opposed to ‘losers’, produces bigger aggregate losses than
an equilibrium in which the parties share the benefits and costs equally. In fact, when s = 0,
under non-integration Ma leaves the entire burden of coordination to Mb who is the ‘winner’ in
the negotiation. Under integration, HQ implements the fully coordinated plan that minimizes
aggregate managerial costs, i.e. partly internalizes the managers’ wishes, regardless of revenue
shares.17
Equations (11) describe the set of managers’ incentives. At given producer prices, management will adopt the organization that ensures the highest payoff:
Π∗I ≥ Π∗N ⇔ p ≤ p ≤ p, where p =
and ∆(σ) =

√

1 − 4σ − ∆(σ)
1 − 4σ + ∆(σ)
, p=
,
8σ
8σ

(12)

1 − 24σ + 16σ 2 .18 Notice that the sharing rule s = 0 identifies Mb as the ‘real

player’. In fact, since she always obtains her outside option, Ma is indifferent between the two
organizations. Mb instead chooses the organization that ensures her the highest aggregate payoff. From (12), the organizational choice depends on the producer price because this determines
the strength of cost minimization relative to revenue maximization in the payoff functions (11).
When p < p, the revenue motive in Mb ’s payoff is not high enough to compensate for the costs
she has to bear to implement an efficient production plan. Thus Mb chooses non-integration,
which gives her a ‘quiet life’ and allows her to save on private costs. Conversely, when p > p, the
revenue motive is so high that Mb forgoes her private interests to enhance coordination. Also
in this case, Mb chooses non-integration, but now she is motivated by a willingness to enjoy
its revenue advantages, and save on the fixed integration costs. Mb prefers integration only at
intermediate levels of the producer price, p ∈ [p, p]. Here the revenue motive is large enough
that the unbalanced set of incentives to coordinate under non-integration disproportionately
increases aggregate costs. Then, Mb chooses integration because this organization maximizes
output, net of the integration cost, at the lowest private cost consistent with full intra-firm
coordination.
17

The ‘transaction cost economics’ literature (see Coase [7], Williamson [32]) generally assumes that in the

presence of pervasive transaction costs, a socially inefficient outcome is more likely to occur with non-integration
relative to integration, because in this latter case HQ operates as a ‘benevolent regulator’.
18

∆(σ) is defined for σ <

3
4

√

−

2
2

≡ σmax , which is also the condition that guarantees p > p > 0. From hereon

it is accepted that this assumption is always satisfied.
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3

Taxation and the equilibrium of the industry

The industry equilibrium is a general equilibrium of the supplier market and the product market.
The former consists of the mass of firms that produce under governance structure G = N, I.
The latter requires firms’ supply and consumers’ demand to be equalized. We show below that,
given the structure of our model, the impact of taxation on the industry equilibrium presents
some interesting general equilibrium features, which add up to the standard Neoclassical effects
on infra-marginal consumption and production decisions. In fact, since taxation affects the
equilibrium in the supplier market, it has also an indirect effect on the equilibrium in the
product market that goes through the organization of the industry.
We start from the analysis of the impact of taxation on the supplier market equilibrium.
Then we turn to the implications for the product market.

3.1

Taxation and governance at supplier market equilibrium

The equilibrium in the supplier market consists of a mass of firms of size equal to 1 (this is due
to Mb types, being on the ‘short side’ of the market with a unit measure). At equilibrium, a
share α ∈ [0, 1] chooses to integrate such that:



0
if



α = ∈ [0, 1] if




1
if

p < p or p > p,
p = p or p = p,

(13)

p < p < p.

The set of conditions (13) denotes three possible equilibria in the supplier market, depending
on the structure of Mb ’s incentives described by (12). If p < p or p > p, all firms adopt a
non-integrated structure, and a pure strategy equilibrium with non-integration emerges in the
supplier market, α = 0. If p ∈ (p, p), all firms prefer an integrated structure and a pure strategy
equilibrium with integration occurs in the supplier market, α = 1. Finally, if p = p or p = p,
Mb types obtain the same payoff under either organization and a mixed strategy equilibrium
emerges in the supplier market where firms randomly choose one of the two organizations,
α ∈ [0, 1].
While they describe the set of possible equilibria, conditions (13) are not informative about
their relative likelihood in the market. To analyze the impact of taxation on the probability of a
13

pure strategy equilibrium with an integrated governance (from hereon integration equilibrium),
we need to switch the focus from managers’ incentives to market conditions. One way to do
this would be specifying a demand function to identify an industry equilibrium. However, we
want to analyze more generally the set of market prices P , that are to emerge in the product
market to generate the set of incentives (13). From (12) we can derive the price thresholds P
and P :
p
1 − 4σ − ∆(σ)
=
,
(1 − t)
8σ(1 − t)
1 − 4σ + ∆(σ)
p
=
.
P =
(1 − t).
8σ(1 − t)
P =

(14)

The price thresholds (14) determine the price interval Ψ, which delimits an integration
equilibrium:
Ψ = (P − P ) =

∆(σ)
.
4σ(1 − t)

(15)

Therefore:
Proposition 2: A tax increases the market price interval in which an integration equilibrium
emerges in the supplier market: ∂Ψ/∂t = Ψ/(1 − t) > 0.
As we have seen already, the unbalanced distribution of incentives under non-integration
produces high managerial costs. Under integration, HQ minimizes the managerial costs conditional on implementing the fully efficient production plan. A tax increase, by reducing the
producer price, emphasizes managers’ wishes to alleviate private costs at any market price.
Integration then becomes a profitable choice relative to non-integration for a wider interval of
market prices.

3.2

Taxation and industry equilibrium

We now turn to the description of the general equilibrium effects of taxation, using the Neoclassical framework with demand and supply functions. The supply function is simply the sum
of supply from integrated and non-integrated firms:
Qs = α Q∗I + (1 − α) Q∗N ,
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(16)

where α is the equilibrium in the supplier market described by (13). Equation (16) incorporates into the Neoclassical supply concept those incentives that determine the design of firm
governance at the industry equilibrium. Let the black line in Figure 1 denote the supply curve
corresponding to (16) for the no tax case (see Appendix A for its analytical derivation). When
P > p or P < p, α = 0 and market supply results from a non-integrated industry structure,
as in (7) above. When P ∈ (p, p), α = 1 and supply is obtained under an integrated structure,
as in (9) above. Finally, when P = p or P = p, α ∈ (0, 1) and (7) and (9) are weighted by the
industry shares 1 − α and α of non-integrated and integrated firms, respectively. The vertical
b = 1 is the highest possible output, which would result with complete contracts.
line Q
As shown in Figure 1, taxation reduces supply by non-integrated firms because the lower
producer price induces managers to opt for a quiet life, at any market price level. However,
the tax has no impact on market supply by integrated firms, since their HQs implement the
most efficient production plans (net of integration costs), regardless of the producer price.
Assume initially a (downward sloping) demand function Qd intersects supply Qs in the absence
of taxes at point X. The red and blue lines in Figure 1 depict two different cases. The red line
0

0

describes the effect of a tax such as t , which induces an upward shift of supply to Qs . While
at X the supplier market was at equilibrium with a share α = 0 of integrated firms, at the new
0

0

equilibrium (call it X ) the industry is characterized by a share α = 1 of integrated firms. t

induces a change from a non-integrated to an integrated industry structure. However, output
0

0

at X is lower than at point x that would emerge as an equilibrium if the firms had not had
a change of organization at the industry equilibrium. Thus, the organizational change induced
0
b The blue line
by t positions the industry further away from the highest attainable supply Q.
00

0

describes the effect of a tax t > t , which induces an upward shift in the market supply to
00

0

Qs . In this case, the same equilibrium X presents qualitatively different features. In fact, at
0

00

X supply is higher than it would be at equilibrium x , which would prevail if firms had not
changed their organization. The organizational change in this case protects the industry from
00

production losses induced by t under non-integration.
0

Next, consider the case of a demand function such as Qd , which intersects Qs at point Y
0

00

in the no tax case, identifying an industry equilibrium with integration. With taxes t and t ,
0

00

the industry moves to Y and Y , respectively. In both cases the supplier market moves to
a non-integration equilibrium and the organizational change moves the industry further away
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b
from the highest possible supply Q.
[INSERT FIGURE 1 HERE]

4

Taxation, organizational design, and welfare

The analysis in the previous section is useful to address two sets of issues related to welfare
and policy. The first is the possibility that taxation might have different effects on economic
efficiency under integration and non-integration, due to the different behavioral responses by
firms under each organization. The second is a direct consequence of the first, i.e. the possibility
that taxation may usefully serve a purely corrective function. This would apply if government
wanted to deploy the (otherwise distortionary) tax instrument simply as a response to the
inefficiencies of incomplete contracting, even were it free to apply lump-sum taxation on firms’
profits.
We evaluate the impact of taxation on economic efficiency by considering its effect on
economic surplus. For expositional simplicity, and since we are interested in behavioral forces
that operate on the supply side of the economy, we limit our examination to the case of a tax
imposed on consumers when the demand function is infinitely elastic, which fixes the market
price at P = P ∗ . This assumption denotes an equilibrium where the tax is entirely shifted on
producers, and consumers do not enjoy any surplus i.e. total surplus (W ) is simply the sum of
producer surplus (P S) and tax revenue (R).
4.0.1

First best efficiency: complete contracts

In the benchmark case of complete contracts, under non-integration the efficient production
plan a = b can be specified in a contract. Under integration the firm would still bear the
integration cost because it is associated with the transfer of control rights to HQ, regardless
of contractual issues. At P = P ∗ , the industry equilibrium would be as depicted in Figure
b = 1 and
2. Market supply under non-integration and integration are perfectly inelastic at Q
Q∗I = 1 − σ, respectively. In the absence of any tax, the economic surplus would be enjoyed
entirely by producers and:
WNc > WIc as P ∗ > P ∗ (1 − σ).
16

(17)

From (17), the choice of non-integration with complete contracts is first-best efficient, while
any transfer of control rights to HQ produces a deadweight loss WNc − WIc = P ∗ σ. Figure 2 also
shows that taxation with complete contracts is not distortionary because it does not induce
any deviation from the efficient production plan. The tax simply redistributes the surplus from
producers to government, as P S + R = P ∗ (1 − t)Q∗N + P ∗ tQ∗N = P ∗ .
[INSERT FIGURE 2 HERE]
4.0.2

Second-best efficiency: incomplete contracts

Incomplete contracts impose a deadweight loss, whose characteristics depend on the organization of firms at the industry equilibrium. As this deadweight loss cannot be removed, an
efficiency evaluation of taxation with incomplete contracts is second-best. We find it useful
to proceed in two steps. First, we evaluate the efficiency of taxes when either integration or
non-integration are available in the supplier market. When only one type of organization is
possible, the introduction of the tax does not alter the supplier market equilibrium. Second,
we look at the case where both integration and non-integration are available in the supplier
market. In this case, we can evaluate the efficiency of a tax that induces an ‘organizational
change’ at the industry equilibrium.
Exogenous organization
Figure 3, panel a describes the case of an exogenous non-integration equilibrium. In this case,
the relevant supply curve is (3) and the total surplus in the no tax case is:
Z P∗
P ∗ (1 + 2P ∗ )
∗
.
WN =
Q∗N dp =
2(1 + P ∗ )
0

(18)

Comparison of (18) and (17) shows that incomplete contracts typically induce a deadweight
loss under non-integration (Legros and Newman [23], Hart and Holmstrom [17]):
DWN = WNc − WN∗ =

P∗
,
2(1 + P ∗ )

denoted by the red shaded area in Figure 3, panel a. Introduction of the tax, by lowering
the producer price from P ∗ to P ∗ (1 − t), produces an additional excess tax burden:

2
1
P ∗t
t
∗
DWN = WN − P SN − RN =
,
2(1 + P ∗ ) 1 + P ∗ (1 − t)
17

where P SN =

R P ∗ (1−t)
0

Q∗N dp is the producer surplus after the introduction of the tax, and

RN = P ∗ tQ∗N is the tax revenue. DWNt is represented by the shaded gray area in Figure 3,
panel a and adds up to DWN under non-integration.
Now turn to the case of integration as the only organizational form available in the supplier
market. In this case, the relevant supply curve at the industry equilibrium is the perfect inelastic
Q∗I in Figure 3, panel b. From (4), total surplus in the absence of taxes is:
WI∗ = P ∗ (1 − σ).

(19)

The deadweight loss under integration is:
DWI = WNc − WI∗ = P ∗ σ.
Represented by the red shaded area in Figure 3, panel b. Note that DWI is the deadweight loss
associated with the transfer of control rights to HQ, as in (17), above. However in this case,
the introduction of a tax simply redistributes the surplus RI = P ∗ t(1 − σ) from producers to
government, in the form of tax revenue i.e.:
WI∗ = P SI + RI .

(20)

We can summarize these results in the following:
Proposition 3: With incomplete contracts, the introduction of a tax has a negative impact
on total surplus in a non-integrated industry but not in an integrated industry.
Proposition 3 suggests that with incomplete contracts, taxation is distortionary under nonintegration while this is not the case under integration. Taxation, in fact, reduces total surplus
under non-integration but not under integration. In other words, integration protects the
industry against the tax distortions that would occur under non-integration, preserving (secondbest) economic efficiency.
[INSERT FIGURE 3 HERE]
Endogenous organization
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When both integration and non-integration are available options in the supplier market, the
introduction of a tax may alter the organizational choice at the industry equilibrium.19 To
evaluate the impact of taxation on welfare, we need to distinguish two cases.
Figure 4, panel a describes the former case where demand in the no tax case identifies
an integration equilibrium such as E and the total surplus is given by (19). Consider the
introduction of a tax that induces a new equilibrium, such as E 0 , where all firms in the supplier
market ‘switch’ to non-integration. The excess burden of the tax at E 0 is (red shaded area in
Figure 4, panel a):
P ∗ (1 + P ∗ (1 − t)2 )
− P ∗ σ,
2(1 + P ∗ (1 − t))2

t
DWIN
= WI∗ − P SN − RN =

t
are the tax revenue and producer surplus at the new non-integration
where RN and P SN
t
equilibrium, E 0 . DWIN
> 0 is guaranteed by the existence condition 0 < σ < σmax and

the incentive compatibility constraint p < p for a non integration equilibrium in the supplier
market.
Figure 4, panel b describes the latter case where demand in the absence of the tax identifies
a non-integration equilibrium, such as F , with the total surplus given by (18). The introduction
of the tax induces a new industry equilibrium, such as F 0 , where all firms switch to integration.
t
At the new integration equilibrium, the tax produces a surplus gain P SN
I and a deadweight
t
loss DWNt I . The surplus gain P SN
I is due to the increase of infra-marginal production units

associated with the switch to integration at any P ∈ (P , Z). Conversely, DWNt I is due to the
lower production of infra-marginal units after the switch to integration at any P ∈ (Z, P ). The
net change in total surplus is:
∆WNt I

=

WI∗

−

WN∗

=P

∗



1
−σ
2(1 + P ∗ )


Q 0.

(21)

[INSERT FIGURE 4 HERE]

Figure 5 describes the relationship (21) between the level of the integration cost σ and market price P ∗ . The downward sloping curve σ =

1
2(1+P ∗ )

is the set of (σ, P ∗ ) combinations that

correspond to a welfare neutral change from non-integration to integration (i.e. ∆WNt I = 0).
19

Obviously, this is not necessarily the case since a tax could be introduced that does not affect the equilibrium

in the supplier market. The welfare evaluation of a tax that does not alter the equilibrium in the supplier market
is the same as if only one type of organization is available to firms.
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The area below the curve includes all possible combinations corresponding to a shift from nonintegration to integration that increases total surplus (i.e. ∆WNt I > 0). In fact, when the
integration cost and market prices are very low, e.g. corresponding to (σL , PL∗ ), the production
losses under non-integration are remarkably high while integration is close to deliver the highest
possible output. In this case, imposition of a tax that induces firms in the industry to switch
from non-integration to integration is very beneficial to welfare. At market price PL∗ , output
losses under non-integration are so high that the introduction of the tax still raises welfare at
an integration cost such as σH , where production under integration is relatively small. Symmetrically, at σL the output losses under integration are so negligible that a tax that induces a
change from non-integration to integration increases welfare even when the market price, such
as PH∗ , increases the relative efficiency of non-integration. Finally, the same tax has a negative
impact on welfare for (σ, P ∗ ) combinations above the curve (i.e. ∆WNt I < 0). In fact when
market prices and integration costs are both very high, e.g. at (σH , PH∗ ), the surplus gains
from the ‘tax induced’ switch to integration are negligible relative to the deadweight loss of
abandoning non-integration.
We can summarize results in this section as follows:
Proposition 4: The introduction of a tax that induces a switch from an integration to a
non-integration equilibrium reduces total welfare. The introduction of a tax that induces a switch
from a non-integration to an integration equilibrium has a positive impact on total welfare if
the market price and the integration cost are not too high.
The literature on taxation on economic efficiency ignores the existence of an indirect impact
of taxation on welfare via a change in firms’ internal organization (see Aurbach and Hines [3]
for a synthesis). Proposition 4 states that, if firms can choose their governance structure, a tax
that induces firms to adopt non-integration instead of integration at the industry equilibrium
is inefficient. However, a tax that induces firms to choose integration instead of non-integration
may be (second-best) efficient, if the market price and the integration cost are not too high at
the industry equilibrium.

[INSERT FIGURE 5 HERE]
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5

Discussion and conclusions

We have studied the impact of taxation on economic efficiency when contracts are incomplete
and firms can choose between non-integrated and integrated governance. We showed that the
choice of an integrated structure ‘protects’ the firm against the production inefficiencies that
arise under non-integration. For this reason, a tax that induces an ‘organizational switch’ from
non-integration to integration may be second best efficient, provided that the fixed costs and
level of market prices are not too high.
While these results are derived in a very simple framework, they suggest a ‘caveat’ to the
idea that taxation is distortionary in perfectly competitive product markets. They suggest that,
due to incomplete contracts, taxation may play a corrective role, even in perfect competitive
markets. This implies that an accurate evaluation of the distortions produced by taxation
should take account of firms’ production scale as well as their organizational structure. Tax
instruments, such as on sales or value added, which are generally flat across industries, may
have an asymmetric impact across sectors characterized by different integration costs or demand
regimes. The same tax can have major (negative) effects in sectors characterized by a high
share of non-integrated firms (e.g. due to high market prices and high integration costs), but
a very small effect in sectors where integration is the dominant governance structure. It is
very interesting to interpret these conclusions in terms of the recent literature that finds that
gains from non-integration are very high for firms closer to the technological frontier, firms
in more heterogeneous environments, and younger firms, due to complementarities between
innovation and decentralization and their high market potential (see Acemoglu et al. [1]). One
obvious implication from our analysis is that these firms should be taxed less heavily than
traditional and labour intensive firms, which are generally characterized by a higher propensity
to integrate, due to lower integration costs and smaller opportunities to expand their market.
Our model also suggests several directions for further research. As we already mentioned,
it would be interesting to investigate the relative efficiency of ad valorem and specific taxation with incomplete contracts and endogenous organization. It would also be interesting to
conduct an empirical exploration of the idea that taxation favors integration relative to a nonintegrated outcome - especially in industries characterized by high integration costs and big
market potential.
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Appendix A: Analitical derivation of the organizationally augmented supply function
in the no tax case
When t = 0, p = P , p = P and condition Π∗I > Π∗N implies:
1
1
−
P (1 − σ) − 1/4 > P (1 −
2
2(1 + P )
2



P
1+P

2
.

(A1)

After simplification this can be rewritten as follows:
4σP 2 + P (4σ − 1) + 1 < 0;
which holds true for P < P < P as stated in (12). We can thus derive the equilibrium
in the supplier market which is described by the share α of firms willing to integrate. When
P ∈ (P , P ), the management maximizes its payoff by choosing integration and a pure integrated
equilibrium emerges with α = 1 in (13). Conversely, when P < P and P > P , from (12)
the management chooses non-integration and a pure non-integrated equilibrium emerges with
α = 0 in (13). Finally when P = P or P = P , managers are indifferent between integration
and non-integration and randomly choose the organization of their firm. Accordingly a mixed
equilibrium occurs where with a share α ∈ (0, 1) of firms that choose integration.
From the equilibrium in the supplier market it can be derived the organizationally augmented supply curve (16). When α = 1 the relevant supply function is defined by (9); when
α = 0 the relevant curve is defined by (7). When α ∈ (0, 1) the relevant supply function is the
average of product supply under integration and non-integration weighted by the shares α and
1 − α, respectively. To facilitate graphical representation, derive the inverse organizationally
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augmented supply curve, from (16) and (13).



1

√
−1 ,


2(1−Q)













P,



P =






∈ [P , P ],













P ,

Q ∈ [1/2, Q]; Q ∈ [Q, 1];

Q ∈ [Q, 1 − σ];
(A2)
Q = 1 − σ;

Q ∈ [1 − σ, Q];

where Q and Q are the quantity tresholds which correspond to P and P under non-integration
i.e.:
Q=1−

32σ 2
32σ 2
Q
=
1
−
,
and
.
[∆(σ) − (1 + 4σ)]2
[∆(σ) + (1 + 4σ)]2

From (A2) we derive the organizationally augmented supply curve in the absence of taxes
depicted as the black line in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Taxation and organizationally augmented supply

Figure 2: Total surplus and complete contracts
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Figure 3: Total surplus and incomplete contracts: exogenous organization
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Figure 4: Total surplus and incomplete contracts: endogenous organization
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Figure 5: welfare enhancing tax induced change from non-integration to integration
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